Bianchi’s integrated vibration cancelling system for cycling, with innovative and exclusive use of MSC’s patented Countervail® material.

Bikes with this technology: Oltre XR4, Specialissima, Infinito CV, Aquila CV

BIANCHI CV INTEGRATED VIBRATION CANCELLING SYSTEM
Bianchi collaborated with Materials Sciences Corporations to develop our innovative and exclusive use of the MSC’s patented Countervail® integrated vibration cancelling system for cycling. Countervail® is a patented viscoelastic carbon material with a unique fiber architecture that cancels up to 80% of vibrations while increasing the stiffness and strength of our carbon frames and forks. Countervail is embedded within the entire frame and fork of Bianchi CV high-performance road models: Oltre XR4, Specialissima, Infinito CV and Aquila CV.

PROVEN IN NASA AEROSPACE OPERATIONS
Traditional passive damping in frames using superficial rubber inserts and isolators are marginally effective compared to the integrated carbon Countervail® system developed by Bianchi for cycling and proven in the extreme conditions of NASA aerospace operations.

ONE TECHNOLOGY TUNED FOR EVERY NEED

Pure Power and Control
Road / Racing

Less Fatigue
More Control
Road / Endurance

Maximize Aero Advantage and Control
Road / Racing

More Energy
More Control
Road / Time Trial & Triathlon
**TRIPLE HYDROFORMED TECHNOLOGY**

Hydroforming process of the top and head tubes
Top and head tubes are welded and then fused together into a monocoque structure
Final hydroforming process

Bikes with this technology: **Impulso**

---

**BAT**

To obtain different stiffness behaviour under different directional forces, without wasting power transfer.
Special lay-up and different material combination (CARBON - KEVLAR)
Special design

Bikes with this technology: **Infinito CV** (only BAT), **Intenso**, **Impulso**, **Via Nirone 7**

---

**K-VID**

---

**UT55 ULTRA THIN SEAT STAY**

Improved shock absorption and impact resistance
Reduced frame weight
Power transmission is now focused through the chain stays, leaving the seat stays as a compliant support structure

Bikes with this technology: **Oltre XR1**, **Sempre**

---

**DISC BRAKE**

Bianchi introduces new QR thru axle for road bikes (only 31gr weight). Both Infinito CV and Intenso endurance carbon bikes feature a 12mm x 100/135mm thru axle with QR system removable.

Bike with this technology: **Infinito CV Disc; Intenso Disc**
RIDE BEYOND LIMITS.
THE RACING CATEGORY INCLUDES EXTREME RACING PERFORMANCE CARBON FRAMES, OPTIMIZED TO ACHIEVE THE MOST EFFICIENT POWER TRANSMISSION WITH THE BEST RIGIDITY TO WEIGHT RATIO. THE IDEAL BIKES FOR THE MOST EXPERT RIDERS.

FIND SPECS AND GEOMETRIES ON BIANCHI.COM
SPECIALISSIMA
SUPER RECORD EPS 11SP COMPACT 52/36

CODE: YMBE7 / COLOR: 1E, 1H, 1D, TAVOLOZZA COLOURS / FRAME: SUPER LIGHT CARBON W/COUNTERVAIL
WHEELS1 (STOCK): FULCRUM RACING ZERO NITE
WHEELS2: FULCRUM RACING ZERO CARBON / WHEELS3: CAMPAGNOLO BORA ULTRA 35 DARK
OPTION CRANKSET: ROTOR 3D+ INPOWER 52/36

CUSTOMIZE YOUR SPECIALISSIMA ON
WWW.BIANCHI.COM/TAVOLOZZA
OLTRE XR.4
SUPER RECORD EPS 11SP COMPACT 52/36

WHEELS1 (STOCK): FULCRUM RACING ZERO C17 DARK
WHEELS2: FULCRUM RACING ZERO CARBON
WHEELS3: CAMPAGNOLO BORA ULTRA 50
OPTION CRANKSET: ROTOR 3D+ INPOWER 52/36T
FIND SPECS AND GEOMETRIES ON BIANCHI.COM
MAXIMIZED AERO ADVANTAGE AND CONTROL

ROAD RACING

08 - 09
OLTRE XR1
POTENZA 11SP COMPACT 52/36

CODE: YMBA3 / COLOR: CD / FRAME: CARBON
WHEELS1: FULCRUM RACING 7 LG
SEMPRE
ULTÉGRA 11SP COMPACT

CODE: YMB07 / COLOR: 1J / FRAME: CARBON
WHEELS1 (STOCK): FULCRUM RACING 7 LG
FRECCIA CELESTE
ULTEGRA 11SP COMPACT

CODE: YMBJ6 / COLOR: CK, EX / FRAME: LIGHT ALUMINUM
WHEELS1 (STOCK): FULCRUM RACING 7 LG

FIND SPECS AND GEOMETRIES ON BIANCHI.COM
LONG DISTANCES MUST BE COVERED IN THE OPTIMAL RIDING POSITION. ENDURANCE FRAMES GUARANTEE MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE WITH MINIMUM STRESS FOR THE RIDERS, THANKS TO BIANCHI’S SPECIAL FRAME DESIGN/GEOMETRY AND DIFFERENT MATERIAL COMBINATION.

FIND SPECS AND GEOMETRIES ON BIANCHI.COM
INFINITO CV DISC
ULTegra D12 11SP COMPACT

WHEELS1 (STOCK): DT SWISS R32 SPLINE DISC BRAKE, THRU AXLE
WHEELS2: FULCUM RACING QUATTRO DISC BRAKE, CARBON CLINCHER, THRU AXLE
INTENSO DISC
105 11SP COMPACT

CODE: YMB4D / COLOR: BB / FRAME: CARBON
WHEELS1 (STOCK): DT SWISS R24 SPLINE DB, THRU AXLE

FIND SPECS AND GEOMETRIES ON BIANCHI.COM
INTREPIDA
ULTGRA 11SP COMPACT

CODE: YMB7C / COLOR: 1Z, CB / FRAME: CARBON
WHEELS1 (STOCK): SHIMANO WH-RS010-CL
IMPULSO DISC
105 11SP COMPACT MECH. BRAKE

CODE: YMBA5 / COLOR: BZ / FRAME: FULL ALUMINUM 6061
WHEELS1 (STOCK): REPARTO CORSE ATD490 DISC

FIND SPECS AND GEOMETRIES ON BIANCHI.COM
VIA NIRONE 7
TIAGRA 10SP COMPACT

CODE: YMBG8 / COLOR: CB / FRAME: ALUMINUM
WHEELS1 (STOCK): REPARTO CORSE ABR-1
TT & TRIATHLON BIKES ARE DEVELOPED TO OBTAIN THE BEST PERFORMANCE TO WIN AGAINST THE CLOCK IN PROFESSIONAL RACING. SUPER AERODYNAMIC SHAPE, LIGHTWEIGHT AND RIGID.

FIND SPECS AND GEOMETRIES ON BIANCHI.COM
AQUILA CV
DURA ACE DI2 11SP
WHEELS1 (STOCK): FULCRUM RED WIND XLR 80MM

PICO ALU
105 11SP COMPACT
CODE: YMB43 / COLOR: ZT
FRAME: ALUMINUM
WHEELS1 (STOCK): SHIMANO WH-RS010-CL
Frames developed to obtain the best performance in specific cyclo-cross conditions, combining lightweight and resistance. Carbon and aluminum frames to satisfy the different needs in terms of price and performance.

Find specs and geometries on bianchi.com
ZOLDER
ULTEGRA /105 11SP COMPACT MECH. BRAKE
CODE: YMB51 / COLOR: G8 / FRAME: CARBON
WHEELS1 (STOCK): FULCRUM RACING SPORT DISC BRAKE CX

ZURIGO DISC
APEX 10SP COMPACT MECH. BRAKE
CODE: YMB44 / COLOR: KS / FRAME: ALUMINUM
WHEELS1 (STOCK): REPARTO CORSE ATD470
WIDE RANGE OF MODELS TO SATISFY THE VARIOUS LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE AND PRICE REQUIRED BY THE FEMALE PUBLIC. SIZES AND COMPONENTS ARE ADAPTED TO WOMEN NEEDS FOLLOWING THE ENDURANCE RACING PHILOSOPHY, WITH NEW GRAPHICS AND COLOR COMBINATIONS.

FIND SPECS AND GEOMETRIES ON BIANCHI.COM
INFINITO CV DAMA BIANCA
ULTGRA 11SP COMPACT
WHEELS1 (STOCK): FULCRUM RACING 5 LG

INTENSO DAMA BIANCA
ULTGRA 11SP COMPACT
CODE: YMB06 / COLOR: BW / FRAME: CARBON
WHEELS1 (STOCK): FULCRUM RACING SPORT

INTREPIDA DAMA BIANCA
105 11SP COMPACT
CODE: YMBX2 / COLOR: BW / FRAME: CARBON
WHEELS1 (STOCK): SHIMANO WH-RS010-CL

IMPULSO DISC DAMA BIANCA
105 11SP COMPACT MECH. BRAKE
CODE: YMBA8 / COLOR: BW / FRAME: FULL ALUMINUM 6061
WHEELS1 (STOCK): REPARTO CORSE ATD490 DISC

VIA NIRONE 7 DAMA BIANCA
105 11SP COMPACT
CODE: YMBY3 / COLOR: BW / FRAME: ALUMINUM
WHEELS1 (STOCK): SHIMANO WH-RS010-CL
THESE BIKES ARE DESIGNED FOR THOSE WHO HAVE CHANGED THE ROAD RACING MENTALITY INTO SOMETHING DIFFERENT. THE ALLROAD IS A MOUNTAIN BIKE, A ROAD BIKE, A CYCLO-CROSS AND A TREKKING BIKE ALL-IN-ONE. THE ALLROAD BIKE CAN BE USED IN A MARATHON EVENT BUT ALSO WILL TAKE YOU OUT TO EXPLORE THE RAW FINISH ROADS.

FIND SPECS AND GEOMETRIES ON BIANCHI.COM
LUPO
SORA 9SP COMPACT
CODE: YMB88 / COLOR: 4P / FRAME: BIANCHI STEEL
WHEELS1 (STOCK): ALEXRIMS XC23 ALUMINUM 6061

STRADA
CLARIS 8SP COMPACT
CODE: YMBE2 / COLOR: C2 / FRAME: BIANCHI STEEL
WHEELS1 (STOCK): ALEXRIMS XC23 ALUMINUM 6061

VOLPE
TIAGRA 10SP TRIPLE
WHEELS1 (STOCK): ALEXRIMS ATD490 ALUMINUM 6061 DISC

VOLPE DISC
TIAGRA 10SP COMPACT
WHEELS1 (STOCK): ALEXRIMS ATD490 ALUMINUM 6061 DISC

VIGORELLI
105 11SP
WHEELS1 (STOCK): SHIMANO WH-RS010-CL
L’EROICA
CAMPAGNOLO 10SP COMPACT

CODE: YLBJ8 / COLOR: AA / FRAME: STEEL LUGGED FRAME, COLUMBUS ZONA
WHEELS1 (STOCK): AMBROSIO MONTREAL TUBULAR
WHEELS2: AMBROSIO EXCELLENCE CLINCHER
SPECIALISSIMA
SUPER RECORD EPS 11SP COMPACT 52/36
CODE: YMBE7
COLOR: 1H, 1E, 1D, Tavolozza colours
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Racing Zero Nite
WHEELS2: Fulcrum Racing Zero Carbon
WHEELS3: Campagnolo Bora Ultra 50
OPTION CRANKSET: Rotor 3D+ Inpower 52/36T

SPECIALISSIMA
SUPER RECORD 11SP COMPACT
CODE: YMBG9
COLOR: 1H, 1E, 1D, Tavolozza colours
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Racing Zero Nite
WHEELS2: Fulcrum Racing Zero Carbon
WHEELS3: Campagnolo Bora Ultra 35 Dark
OPTION CRANKSET: Rotor 3D+ Inpower 52/36T

SPECIALISSIMA
DURA ACE DI2 11SP COMPACT 52/36
CODE: YMBG7
COLOR: 1H, 1E, 1D, Tavolozza colours
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Racing Zero Nite
WHEELS2: Fulcrum Racing Zero Carbon
WHEELS3: Fulcrum Racing Speed XLR 35
OPTION CRANKSET: Rotor 3D+ Inpower 52/36T

SPECIALISSIMA
DURA ACE 11SP COMPACT
CODE: YMBG6
COLOR: 1H, 1E, 1D, Tavolozza colours
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Racing Zero Nite
WHEELS2: Fulcrum Racing Zero Carbon
WHEELS3: Fulcrum Racing Speed XLR 35
OPTION CRANKSET: Rotor 3D+ Inpower 52/36T

SPECIALISSIMA
RED ETAP 11SP COMPACT
CODE: YMBG6
COLOR: 1H, 1E, 1D, Tavolozza colours
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Racing Zero Nite
WHEELS2: Fulcrum Racing Zero Carbon
WHEELS3: Zipp 303 Firecrest
OPTION CRANKSET: Rotor 3D+ Inpower 52/36T

OLTRE XR4
SUPER RECORD EPS 11SP COMPACT 52/36
CODE: YMBL8
COLOR: BZ, CJ
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Racing Zero C17 Dark
WHEELS2: Fulcrum Racing Zero Carbon
WHEELS3: Campagnolo Bora Ultra 50
OPTION CRANKSET: Rotor 3D+ Inpower 52/36T

OLTRE XR4
SUPER RECORD 11SP COMPACT
CODE: YMB02
COLOR: BZ, CJ
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Racing Zero C17
WHEELS2: Fulcrum Racing Zero Carbon
WHEELS3: Campagnolo Bora Ultra 50 Dark
OPTION CRANKSET: Rotor 3D+ Inpower 52/36T

OLTRE XR4
CHORUS 11SP COMPACT
CODE: YMB99
COLOR: BZ, CJ
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Racing Quattro
WHEELS2: Fulcrum Racing Quattro
WHEELS3: Campagnolo Bora Ultra 50 Dark
OPTION CRANKSET: Rotor 3D+ Inpower 52/36T

OLTRE XR4
DURA ACE DI2 11SP COMPACT 52/36
CODE: YMBL1
COLOR: BZ, CJ
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Racing Zero C17
WHEELS2: Fulcrum Racing Zero Carbon
WHEELS3: Zipp 404 Firecrest tubular
OPTION CRANKSET: Rotor 3D+ Inpower 52/36T

OLTRE XR4
DURA ACE 11SP COMPACT
CODE: YMB04
COLOR: BZ, CJ
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Racing Zero C17
WHEELS2: Fulcrum Zero Carbon, dark
WHEELS3: Zipp 404 Firecrest tubular
OPTION CRANKSET: Rotor 3D+ Inpower 52/36T

OLTRE XR4
DURA ACE MIX 11SP COMPACT
CODE: YMBZ6
COLOR: BZ, CJ
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Racing Quattro
WHEELS2: Fulcrum Racing Quattro C17
WHEELS3: Zipp 404 Firecrest tubular

OLTRE XR4
ULTGRA DI2 11SP COMPACT
CODE: YMBL9
COLOR: BZ, CJ
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Racing Quattro C17
WHEELS2: Fulcrum Racing Zero Carbon
WHEELS3: Zipp 404 Firecrest tubular

OLTRE XR4
RED ETAP 11SP COMPACT
CODE: YMBL3
COLOR: BZ, CJ
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Racing Zero C17
WHEELS2: Fulcrum Racing Zero Carbon
WHEELS3: Zipp 404 Firecrest tubular
OPTION CRANKSET: Rotor 3D+ Inpower 52/36T

OLTRE XR1
DURA ACE 11SP COMPACT 50/34
CODE: YMBK5
COLOR: CD
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Racing Quattro C17

OLTRE XR1
ULTGRA DI2 11SP COMPACT 52/36
CODE: YMBL7
COLOR: BZ
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Racing Quattro C17

OLTRE XR1
ULTGRA 11SP COMPACT 52/36
CODE: YMBK6
COLOR: BZ, CD
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Racing 7 LG

OLTRE XR1
105 11SP COMPACT 52/36
CODE: YMB13
COLOR: CD, BD
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Racing Sport

OLTRE XR1
POTENZA 11SP COMPACT 52/36
CODE: YMBA3
COLOR: CD
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Racing 7 LG

SEMPRE
ULTGRA 11SP COMPACT
CODE: YMBG7
COLOR: 1J
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Racing 7 LG
**IMPULSO DISC**
105 11SP COMPACT MECH. BRAKE  
CODE: YMBAS / COLOR: BZ  
WHEELS1: Reparto Corse ATD490 Disc

**IMPULSO DISC**  
ULTREGRA/105 11SP COMPACT HYDR. BRAKE  
CODE: YMB35 / COLOR: BZ  
WHEELS1: Reparto Corse ATD490 disc

**IMPULSO**  
105 11SP COMPACT  
CODE: YMBES / COLOR: BZ, 1J  
WHEELS1: Shimano WH-RS010-CL

**IMPULSO**  
TIAGRA 10SP COMPACT  
CODE: YMB68 / COLOR: CB  
WHEELS1: Reparto Corse ABR-1

**IMPULSO**  
VELOCE 10SP COMPACT  
CODE: YMB31 / COLOR: 1J  
WHEELS1: Reparto Corse AT470 700C 622x17

**AQUILA CV**  
DURA ACE DI2 11SP  
CODE: YMBF2 / COLOR: KW  
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Red Wind XLR 80mm

**AQUILA CV**  
ULTREGRA 11SP  
CODE: YMBF4 / COLOR: KW  
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Racing Quattro C17

**PIVO ALU**  
105 11SP COMPACT  
CODE: YMB43 / COLOR: ZT  
WHEELS1: Shimano WH-RS010-CL

**ZOLDER**  
ULTREGRA /105 11SP COMPACT MECH. BRAKE  
CODE: YMB51 / COLOR: G8  
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Racing Sport Disc Brake CX

**INFINITO CV DAMA BIANCA**  
ULTEGRA 11SP COMPACT  
CODE: YMBX3 / COLOR: BW  
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Racing 5 LG

**INFINITO CV DAMA BIANCA**  
105 11SP COMPACT  
CODE: YMBF1 / COLOR: PL  
WHEELS1: Fulcrum Racing Sport

**ZURIGO DISC**  
APEX 10SP COMPACT MECH. BRAKE  
CODE: YMB44 / COLOR: KS  
WHEELS1: Reparto Corse ATD470 aluminum6061 disc

**ZURIGO DISC**  
TIAGRA 10SP COMPACT MECH. BRAKE  
CODE: YMB45 / COLOR: KS, C1  
WHEELS1: Reparto Corse ATD470 aluminum 6061 disc

**ZURIGO DISC**  
VIA NIRONE 7  
105 11SP COMPACT  
CODE: YMB24 / COLOR: BB  
WHEELS1: Shimano WH-RS010-CL

**ZURIGO DISC**  
VIA NIRONE 7  
TIAGRA 10SP COMPACT  
CODE: YMB34 / COLOR: CB  
WHEELS1: Reparto Corse Road Runner

**ZURIGO DISC**  
VIA NIRONE 7  
SORA 9SP COMPACT  
CODE: YMBH3 / COLOR: BB, MA, 7Z  
WHEELS1: Reparto Corse AT470

**ZURIGO DISC**  
VIA NIRONE 7  
XENON 10SP COMPACT  
CODE: YMB35 / COLOR: CB  
WHEELS1: Reparto Corse Road Runner
INTREPIDA DAMA BIANCA
105 11SP COMPACT
CODE: YM8X2 / COLOR: BW
WHEELS1: Shimano WH-RS010-CL

IMPULSO DAMA BIANCA
105 11SP COMPACT MECH. BRAKE
CODE: YM8B7 / COLOR: BW
WHEELS1: Reparto Corse AT470

IMPULSO DISC DAMA BIANCA
105 11SP COMPACT MECH. BRAKE
CODE: YM8B3 / COLOR: BW
WHEELS1: Shimano WH-RS010-CL

VIGORELLI
105 11SP COMPACT
CODE: YM8B2 / COLOR: BW
WHEELS1: Shimano WH-RS010-CL

VIGORELLI DISC
TIAGRA 105SP COMPACT
CODE: YM8C3 / COLOR: F6
WHEELS1: AlexRims ATD490 aluminum 6061 disc

VIGORELLI
SPECIALISSIMA

L'EROICA
CAMPAGNOLO 105SP COMPACT
CODE: YL8B2 / COLOR: AA
WHEELS1: Ambrosio Montreal tubular
WHEELS2: Ambrosio Excellence Clincher

VIA NIRONE 7 DAMA BIANCA
105 11SP COMPACT
CODE: YM8Y3 / COLOR: BW
WHEELS1: Shimano WH-RS010-CL

VIA NIRONE 7 DAMA BIANCA
SORA 9SP COMPACT
CODE: YM8F3 / COLOR: BW, PL
WHEELS1: Reparto Corse AT470

VIA NIRONE 7 DAMA BIANCA
CLARIS MIX 8SP COMPACT
CODE: YM8Q7 / COLOR: BW
WHEELS1: Tec TRRP220 R-500

L'EROICA
SPECIALISSIMA
7 SIZES: 50-53-55-57-59-61-63

INTREPIDA DAMA BIANCA
ALLROAD
105 11SP COMPACT
CODE: YM8BC / COLOR: KW
WHEELS1: Reparto Corse DRAW 1.9 Disc

ALLROAD
105 11SP COMPACT MECH. BRAKE
CODE: YM8B7 / COLOR: KW
WHEELS1: Reparto Corse DRAW 1.9 Disc

IMPUTIO DAMA BIANCA
ALLROAD
TIAGRA 105SP COMPACT
CODE: YM8C3 / COLOR: KW
WHEELS1: Reparto Corse DRAW 1.9 Disc

VIGORELLI
ALLROAD
TIAGRA 105SP COMPACT
CODE: YM8B2 / COLOR: KW
WHEELS1: Reparto Corse DRAW 1.9 Disc

VOLPE DISC
TIAGRA 105SP COMPACT
CODE: YM8C3 / COLOR: F6
WHEELS1: AlexRims ATD490 aluminum 6061 disc

VOLPE
TIAGRA 105SP TRIPLE
CODE: YM8C3 / COLOR: F6
WHEELS1: AlexRims XC23 aluminum 6061

DAMA BIANCA
INTENSO
VIA NIRONE 7

DAMA BIANCA
INTREPIDA
5 SIZES: 48-51-54-57-60

DAMA BIANCA
INFINITO CV
8 SIZES: 47-50-53-55-57-59-61-63

DAMA BIANCA
AQUILA CV
4 SIZES: SM-MD-LG-XL

DAMA BIANCA
PICO ALU
6 SIZES: 51-53-55-57-59-61

DAMA BIANCA
ZURIGO
6 SIZES: 49-52-55-57-59-61

DAMA BIANCA
ZOLDER
6 SIZES: 49-52-54-56-58-60

DAMA BIANCA
INFINITO CV
4 SIZES: 47-50-53-55

DAMA BIANCA
INTREPIDA
3 SIZES: 48-51-54

VIGORELLI
VOLPE DISC
LUPO
STRAVA

L'EROICA
7 SIZES: 50-53-55-57-59-61-63

SIZES